On the Migration of Constitutional Ideas
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Constitutional ideas are on the move. Although new constitutions these days are rarely borrowed and even more rarely imposed, it is a mistake to assume that they are therefore inevitably created indigenously, largely devoid of extra-national influence, pressure, and incentives. Indeed, the model of the indigenous constitution is even rarer than the model of the borrowed or imposed one, and understanding the non-indigeneity of even the most seemingly indigenously created constitutions is an important facet of contemporary constitution-making and contemporary constitutionalism. In this paper I seek to explain this phenomenon, a phenomenon that will, en passant, illustrate why seeing constitutions as necessarily either indigenous or imposed is invariably to see today’s constitutions through yesterday’s lenses.

I. THE IMPOSED CONSTITUTION

As is well-known and well-documented, constitutions are sometimes imposed from outside. The classic example is the Japanese Constitution of 1947, much more the contribution of Douglas MacArthur than of internal Japanese decision. More specifically, the Japanese Constitution of 1947 was largely the product of a process created and managed by an occupying power that had achieved that status by virtue of an unconditional surrender followed by a period of occupation from September 1945 until April 1952. This period in Japan was characterized by both capitulation and aggressive occupation, and the constitution, adopted on November 3, 1946, and in
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force from May 3, 1947, is plainly the work largely of the occupying power. Some pre-war Japanese legal and political traditions were explicitly or implicitly incorporated in the document, but these were comparatively minor, and the Japanese Constitution may remain as the best example we have of a truly imposed constitution.

Somewhat more complex are two other examples of allegedly imposed constitutions. One is the re-imposition of the Constitution of the United States on the Confederate states following the Civil War, a process that was coupled, even more importantly, with compelling those states to ratify the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments. Although some of the legal and political complexities are still far from clear, the basic idea was that of a victorious combatant imposing constitutional acquiescence on the losing side, and it is thus not unreasonable to add the Reconstruction Amendments to the case of Japan in the catalog of imposed constitutions or imposed constitutional provisions.

Somewhat less clear still is the case of the Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany, which was internally approved on May 8, 1949, and took formal effect on May 23, 1949. Although the process of constitution-making was set in motion by the occupying Allied powers, and although the final product was subject to Allied approval, the actual drafting, both in the large and in the small, was essentially a German process drawing on German models and German traditions. It is true that drafting in the

---
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shadow of the necessary approval of an occupying power undoubtedly had
an effect on the process, but the effect was less than the Allied powers had
hoped for, and certainly much less than existed in Japan.

That truly imposed constitutions are so rare\(^8\) should come as little sur-
prise. Much of the phenomenon of imposition in general, at least prior to
the twentieth century, was attributable to colonialism, but colonial constitu-
tional imposition was rare. The chief colonial powers were Great Britain,
which itself had no single-document written constitution,\(^9\) and France,
which at the time did not take constitutionalism seriously and typically
treated its colonies not as separate entities but as overseas departments of
France itself, thus obviating the necessity of them having constitutions of
any kind. By the time the late twentieth century and its post-colonial envi-
nronment had arrived, imposing anything had a bit of a bad odor. As a re-
sult, one of the intriguing aspects of thinking about Iraq and Afghanistan as
case studies of potentially imposed constitutionalism\(^10\) is that the phe-
nomenon has in fact been so rare. That rarity not only indicates that we
have so few models of its operation, but also suggests that there are indeed
formidable obstacles to its success.

II. THE TRANSPLANTED CONSTITUTION

Far more common than the imposed constitution is the transplanted
one, where perhaps the more accurate label is the borrowed constitution.\(^11\)
The important difference between the borrowed constitution and the im-
posed constitution is the impetus for the transplant, and a more frequently
observed model than that of a constitution imposed by a dominating or
occupying outsider is that of a constitution willingly and non-coercively
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Debates in Twentieth-Century Britain (Peter Catterall et al. eds., 2000) (discussing the
effects of political considerations on the constitutional reform debate).
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selected by a country itself from among a menu of available external exemplars. The image is similar to that of a consumer looking to buy a car from a dealership. The purchaser has a choice about whether to buy a Ford, a Chrysler, a Cadillac, a Honda, a Subaru, or a BMW, and has a choice within any of the brands about which model to buy. Indeed, even a bit of customization is possible. But in the final analysis when you go to the Ford dealer what you buy is a Ford, and the car that the Ford buyer drives away from the dealership is far more the product of Ford designers than of the buyer’s choice.

So too with borrowed constitutions. A newly constitutionalizing nation may choose whether to rely heavily on an American, or (more commonly) a German model, but the picture is one of picking a largely off-the-rack constitution, rather than making it one’s self. A bit of customization is invariably necessary, but like the customized Ford the customized external constitution is characterized principally by its externally created design and structure.

We do have exemplars of this model, although far fewer than world-traveling American and German (and, increasingly, Canadian) constitutionalists would like us to believe. The initial articles and bill of rights provisions of the Constitution of the Marshall Islands bear the earmarks of the Constitution of the United States, as do the federalism provisions of the Australian constitution. So too with the pervasive influence of the German Basic Law, especially in Latin America. Some Eastern European constitutions resemble the previously partly-imposed constitutions that those countries had when they operated under Soviet domination, just as the brevity and linguistic indeterminacy of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms of 1982 bespeaks a degree of Americanism that a Canadian process in 2005 would likely find far less sympathetic. Newly independent and newly transforming nations creating their own new constitutions can and sometimes do look to constitutional models, structures, designs, and texts from other countries, and insofar as they do this we might think of their constitutions as borrowed although not imposed; an accepted transplant by a willing transplanter rather than a transplant forced upon an unwilling victim.
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III. THE INDIGENOUS CONSTITUTION

Yet although there are substantially borrowed constitutions, even that phenomenon is rarer than we might think. Much of the constitution-making in the past twenty years, and there has been an enormous amount, appears to be largely internally driven, internally organized, and internally implemented, so that the written constitutions that have emerged from such processes appear overwhelmingly to be internally created. However much the Constitutional Committee of the African National Congress ("ANC") traveled to other countries to get ideas before the ANC was in power, and however much the ANC in power welcomed the input of non-South Africans, the document that emerged resembles little else in the world, and is largely the product of South Africans creating a uniquely South African constitution.\(^{15}\) So too, although less prominently, in Estonia, where the Estonians temporarily stopped singing\(^{16}\) for long enough to put their own legal drafters to work on hurriedly creating a distinctively Estonian constitution shortly after independence from the Soviet Union.\(^{17}\) Brazil's massive written constitution—217 pages long in one English version—is entirely Brazilian in conception and construction. So too with the much shorter Spanish constitution of 1978.\(^{18}\) And most of the new constitutions in Eastern Europe—in Poland,\(^{19}\) in Hungary,\(^{20}\) and in the Czech Republic,\(^{21}\) for example—are largely domestically created from some combination of dramatically amended Communist era constitutions, pre-Communist constitutions in those countries, and new constitutional ideas and language designed to deal with new issues and challenges in a post-Communist era.\(^{22}\)

---
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\(^{16}\) This is a reference to the fact that Estonia's peaceful revolution was crystallized by mass singing in the central square of Tallinn, causing the transformation from Soviet status to true independence to be called "The Singing Revolution."

\(^{17}\) Interviews with Jan-Erik Truuvalli, Former Professor of Law at Tartu University and Minister of Justice, in Tallinn, Estonia (Aug. 1992). I rely here on conversations with Truuvalli, who was a central figure in the process of drafting the constitution.


At first glance, it appears as if much of contemporary constitution-making is a largely indigenous process.

There are two likely reasons for this commitment to indigenous constitution-creating. One reason is the close relationship between constitutions and national identity. Estonia can borrow an American model for its bankruptcy law without feeling much less Estonian, but not so with its constitution. To make a constitution is to declare independence in the strongest sense of that term, and a nation that is not perceived—by itself and others—as having made its own constitution is likely perceived as being for that reason just so much a less independent and less mature country.

In addition, there is reason to believe that even willingly borrowed constitutions suffer from what is known in the literature as the "transplant effect."23 Because laws of any kind must be enforced and internalized within an institutional structure, and because formal and informal institutional structures persist through regime changes and political transformations, transplanted laws and constitutions typically entail some degree of mismatch between the provisions of the documents and the institutional structures that are needed to enforce them. Controlling for an impressive range of other factors, the existing research appears to indicate that transplanted laws work less well than indigenously created ones.24 Drawing on this research, therefore, we might expect much the same for constitutions.

The research on the transplant effect is compatible with research on the relationship between indigenous constitution-creation and economic development. Using a data set consisting of a large number of the semi-autonomous Indian "nations" within the United States,25 Stephen Cornell and Joseph Kalt have concluded that nations that created their own constitutions achieved greater economic development than those whose constitutions were taken off-the-shelf from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.26 Because constitution-making requires the antecedent creation of the cooperative institutions that will produce the constitution, Cornell and Kalt argue that the necessity of creating institutions of cooperation allows those very institutions to serve as institutions of economic development, while the nations that have had no need to create the institutions in the context of

24 See id. at 165–66.
25 Whether to call these entities "nations" or "tribes," and whether to describe them as "sovereign," "semi-sovereign," "independent," or "semi-independent," are historical, political, philosophical, and ideological confusions that I would prefer, at least here, simply to sidestep.
constitution-making will lag behind when it comes time to create the institutions of economic development.\textsuperscript{27}

All of this may explain why significantly indigenous constitution-making appears so prevalent and why significantly imposed constitutionalism strikes Professor Feldman and others as so jarring. In arguing in favor of indigeneity and against imposed constitutionalism, largely on the basis of the way in which the former encourages a necessary degree of "buy-in," to use contemporary management-speak, Feldman offers us a new argument for what appears on the surface to be the dominant mode of modern constitution-making.\textsuperscript{28} Feldman also offers a new argument against those who see the current circumstances in Afghanistan, Iraq, and possibly other countries as an opportunity to fight against the forces of morally problematic indigeneity—largely on the inter-connected issues of religion and gender.\textsuperscript{29} For those who seek to influence Afghani and Iraqi constitution-making in morally preferable directions, Feldman argues, there is a substantial risk that such influence will prevent the necessary buy-in at the outset and thus prevent in the intermediate and long-term the establishment of the deeply-rooted constitutionalism that can eventually provide the foundation for true human rights advances.\textsuperscript{30} Because occupations are as a practical and political matter limited in time, the departure of an occupying force may leave an unsupported and unsupported constitutionalism unless that constitutionalism is allowed (by the occupying powers and others) to create itself—moral warts and all—from the very beginning.

IV. THE TRANSNATIONAL CONSTITUTION

In the way in which he portrays the occupying American and other forces as leaving Afghanistan and Iraq, and more precisely in the way in which he depicts the post-occupation environment, Feldman appears to have fallen into the trap of assuming that non-imposed and non-borrowed constitutions are necessarily indigenous ones. Yet, such a picture of the universe of options is substantially inconsistent with the modern transnational nature of law-making and constitution-making in much of the developing and transitioning world.\textsuperscript{31} When occupying powers leave, they do not leave a void, but rather leave a scenario in which an enormous amount of law-making and constitution-making remains significantly influenced in complex ways by numerous other countries and by an important number of

\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 424.

\textsuperscript{28} See Feldman, supra note 10, at 888–89.

\textsuperscript{29} See id. at 857, 859–60, 888–89.

\textsuperscript{30} See id. at 867–75, 888–89.

\textsuperscript{31} This phenomenon is documented in \textsc{Law Under Exogenous Influences} (Markku Suksi ed., 1994).
highly influential multi-national organizations.

Consider, for example, the United States-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement of 2000. Although the Vietnamese now hold the United States, the Vietnam War (which the Vietnamese, not surprisingly, call the American War) notwithstanding, in less contempt than they hold the French, the Russians, and the Chinese, there is little indication that the United States has even the slightest inclination to use its military force to influence Vietnamese legal development. The Vietnamese, however, have a great desire to expand the markets for their goods and to increase foreign direct investment, and the Bilateral Trade Agreement is designed, in large part, to serve these goals. It turns out, however, that the agreement, for numerous complex reasons, imposes on Vietnam a range of "rule of law" requirements. Among these requirements are ones that mandate the publication of the laws and judicial decisions, that require reduced influence of the government in judicial decisions in civil and criminal cases, that seek to ensure the availability of appeals from adverse judgments, and that demand numerous other procedural reforms. So although the Vietnamese are writing and re-writing their own laws, they are doing so against the background of economic and political pressure exercised, so it seems, for mutual advantage.

It would be easy to respond to this example by speculating that the United States is now doing with its economic power what it tried to do with its military power in Vietnam in the 1960s, and what it is doing with its military power in Afghanistan and Iraq right now. But a closer look reveals that the Vietnam-United States Bilateral Trade Agreement is but an analytically simple two-country example of a pervasive phenomenon. Any country aspiring to membership in the World Trade Organization, for example, must comply with far more onerous requirements of legal development than one finds in the Bilateral Trade Agreement. So too with the requirements to join the European Union, as Turkey is now discovering, and as many other newly-admitted European Union countries have discovered over the last decade. And so too with loan eligibility from the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the Inter-American Development Bank, and the Asian Development Bank. None of these organizations is without influence, and none of these organizations is unwilling to use its influence to shape what it believes to be advantageous constitutional and legal development.

The importance of this phenomenon is twofold. First, the picture of
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34 Advantageous to the organization, to donor and developed countries, and to developing countries, in proportions that vary depending on the country, the issue, and the perspective of the person or entity assessing the proportions.
the United States and other coalition members leaving Iraq and Afghan-
istan, and thus leaving Afghanistan to the Afghans and Iraq to the Iraqis, is
highly misleading, for even with no Americans there would still be (and
indeed there is more likely to be) the World Bank, the International Mon-
tary Fund, the European Union, the United Nations Development Program,
numerous so-called donor countries, and countless other organizations who
would both remain involved in legal, political, technological, and economic
development, and whose involvement would hardly be without substantive
influence as they manage their own involvement. Iraq and Afghanistan, no
less than most other countries in the world, exist at a vortex of international
involvement. Consequently, a picture of an America-free Iraq as one in
which only Iraqis were making important constitutional and associated
legal decisions does not comport with very much that we know about the
modern world.

These patterns of transnational influence are no less important when
they are less formal. When judges and prosecutors and lawyers from de-
veloping countries travel to international conventions, or are invited on
study tours, or in other ways are in contact with their counterparts from
other countries, there is often a desire to be part of a larger professionally-
described group, and some degree of transnational harmonization is likely
to follow. This focus on the importance of transnational global networks of professionals, including lawyers and judges, has been a frequent theme in the work of Anne-Marie Slaughter. E.g., Anne-Marie Slaughter, *The Real New World Order*, 76 FOREIGN AFF. 183, 185 (1997).


36 I say “perhaps” largely because of the question whether Israel’s statutory Basic Laws have such exalted quasi-constitutional status as to make them more constitutional than non-constitutional in actual effect.

37 See *TV carries the American dream around the world*, CHI. TRIB., Oct. 12, 2001, at 4, LEXIS, News Library, Chtrib File.
monious Supreme Court debate in the United States as the Court debates the propriety of references to foreign law.

We at best dimly understand these processes of international influence and international or transnational harmonization. Indeed, they are sometimes just as dependent on political, social, cultural, economic, and historical desires for non-harmonization, as when the Vietnamese sympathize with Americans because they are not French, or when the courts in the Republic of Ireland look to non-English precedents precisely for their non-Englishness, or when Canada increasingly looks eastward to Europe and not southward to the United States as a way of identifying itself with the community of what it perceives to be progressive nations. But whatever these patterns of influence are, they are patterns that make the idea of a non-imposed constitution somewhat quaint. More accurately, perhaps the notion of a non-imposed constitution is just as quaint as the notion of an imposed one, and understanding the patterns of migration of legal and constitutional ideas in the twenty-first century requires that we recognize that mechanisms of political influence, economic incentives, regional cooperation and much else will say far more about who influences whom than less complex notions of imposition and non-imposition. When occupying countries depart the countries they have occupied, they do not leave a vacuum and they do not leave an Eden of indigeneity. They leave a messy environment in which numerous non-occupying countries are vying for influence, in which numerous multi-national organizations are attempting to impose their views, in which even more numerous multi-national corporations are trying simultaneously to please numerous first world constituencies as they search for second- and third-world profits, and in which domestic political and legal elites may push for the adoption of non-domestic models in order to increase a country’s transnational presence. In such an
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39 Compare Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 572–73 (2003) (citing foreign precedent), with id. at 586, 598 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (expressing outrage at relying on what “foreign nations” are doing). See also the same debate in Roper v. Simmons, 125 S. Ct. 1183 (2005).
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43 See RAN HIRSCHL, TOWARDS JURISTOCRACY: THE ORIGINS AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE NEW CONSTITUTIONALISM (2004) (seeking to explain the convergence of transnational constitutional ideas largely in terms of growth in various transnational intellectual trends as well as internal social, political, and economic tension).

44 On this last phenomenon, see BILL MAURER, RECHARTING THE CARIBBEAN: LAND, LAW, AND CITIZENSHIP IN THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS (1997) (presenting an anthropological study of the origin
environment the question is not one of imposition or non-imposition, but instead is one of trying to understand patterns of influence that may be slightly less heavy-handed but no less important and no less effective.

V. CONCLUSION: THE MANAGEMENT OF INFLUENCE

None of the foregoing is designed to suggest that fostering or allowing local buy-in is either pointless or undesirable. In this respect Professor Feldman is plainly correct. But the various local agents who are acting locally will not simply be acting locally. They will be deciding which multi-national organizations they wish to join, to which nations they will send their officials on visits, to which countries they will send their students for high-prestige education, which regional and global alliances they wish to forge, and where they wish to sell their products. And every one of these decisions involves relinquishing, sometimes formally and sometimes informally, some degree of control over the truly indigenous creation of political, constitutional, and legal values, ideas, structures, and institutions.

From the perspective of an external entity—the United States, the Catholic Church, the United Nations, the WTO, Amnesty International, and scores of others—the question is not whether, but how. Legal development and constitution-making in Iraq, in Afghanistan, in the Middle East, and in much of the rest of the world will invariably be shaped by an elaborate interrelationship between the views of these groups and the views of local residents and local authorities. And for the more influential of these entities, non-involvement is not an option, not only because of their influence and pervasive reach, but also because even nominal non-involvement sends out signals and thus has influence. These entities must decide how to exercise their influence, and to what substantive end. But there is no not deciding.

Even the oldest and most enduring constitutions are not entirely indigenous. If the United States has a common law constitution it is in part because the United States is a common law country, and the United States is a common law country for many reasons, one of which, purely by way of example, is that the British did not lose to the French and the Indians in the French and Indian War. Although South Africa at one level made its own constitution, its constitution plainly reflects a desire to preserve much of South Africa’s Roman-Dutch legal tradition, a tradition that owes a bit to

---

of multiculturalism and transnationalism in the British Virgin Islands in light of the islands’ status as a “dependent territory” of the United Kingdom.

45 The views of these groups are, of course, themselves shaped by internal politics, economics, history, and their relationship with other entities.


the Romans, a bit to the Dutch, and a great deal to the English.\textsuperscript{48} Hungary has a constitutional court largely because of the German model, but Germany has a constitutional court largely because of the influence of the Austrian Hans Kelsen.\textsuperscript{49} And when Australia, whose constitution has no bill of rights, finds a right to freedom of speech and freedom of the press in its constitution, it does so not only because of the indirect influence of countries that protect freedom of speech and freedom of the press, but also because of the ways in which some of the chief beneficiaries of a right to freedom of the press—broadcasters, publishers, editors, and reporters, most notably—are themselves part of extensive and complex international networks that overlap with but are not congruent with various political and legal international networks.\textsuperscript{50}

Explaining the migration of constitutional ideas is thus the task of a lifetime and not of a brief comment.\textsuperscript{51} And there is no doubt that the enduring debates between human rights and self-determination, between imposition and self-governance, and between competing conceptions of the good play a substantial role in this explanation. But there is much more than that, and if we too easily assume that the antithesis of imposition is indigeneity we may too easily ignore the existence and effect of substantial external influences on even the most seemingly internal of constitutional decisions. For Afghanistan, for Iraq, and for numerous other developing, emerging, and transitioning nations, the principal question is not one of constitutional imposition or not. It is a question that accepts the inevitability of external influence and the inevitability of external influencers seeking to achieve their own goals and to propagate their own ideas and their own ideals. Doing this effectively will require that those external forces recognize that being too heavy-handed will be counter-productive, as will failing to recognize the instrumental importance of allowing a considerable degree of indigenous control. But once we see external influence not in


\textsuperscript{49} On the phenomenon of constitutional courts generally, see Victor Ferreres Comella, The Consequences of Centralizing Constitutional Review in a Special Court: Some Thoughts on Judicial Activism, 82 Tex. L. Rev. 1705 (2004).


\textsuperscript{51} Indeed, even the word “migration” may suggest a more linear process than exists, and the inter-relationship between national and global legal influence may be much more complex. See Saskia Sassen, Globalization and Its Discontents: Essays on the New Mobility of People and Money (1998) (detailing the economics of globalization and the importance of place in the global economy); Eve Darian-Smith, Structural Inequalities in the Global Legal System, 34 L. & Soc’y Rev. 809 (2000) (identifying the role of the nation-state in determining the limits and substantive content of global law).
terms of the effect or power of one nation or one human rights organization or one pressure group, we see as well that the withdrawal of any one such group will simply leave the field to others, and that the passivity of any one group will possibly produce more power for indigenous authority, but definitely more activity by other non-indigenous groups. Power abhors a vacuum, and there is no shortage of individuals and groups willing to fill it. This makes the task of explaining constitutional development far more difficult, and it makes the task for any group of deciding how and when to act more difficult still. That the tasks are difficult, however, cannot justify avoiding them. It only makes understanding them all the more important.